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Securing the Cloud - Solution Brief 

Securing Supply Chain 
Most organisations have a network of regular customers and 
commerce partners or rely upon suppliers to deliver products, 
systems, and services. These trading relationships can be 
complex, and dependency often builds up to a significant level of 
criticality. Validating and securing your supply chain whether 
customer or supplier is now critical to the continued operation of 
any business. 

Supply Chain security has never been so important. As a business 
grows, customer and supplier numbers grow and therefore the 
attack surface of the business and in turn the wider supply chain 
grows with it. Because supply chains provide a weak link for 
hackers to exploit, the companies you work with are increasingly 
asking to see evidence of the cyber posture of their suppliers. 

Many cyber risk rating services do not use threat as the starting 
point in their risk calculations. Instead they focus mainly on an 
organisations’ vulnerabilities and the possible impacts of a 
breach, meaning that risk is likely to be miscalculated. Without a 
threat-led approach to cyber risk calculation, organisations will 
fail to identify key risks within their suppliers and customers 
resulting in increased risk to themselves and potential for cyber-
attack, data breach and the resulting losses. 

We solve this by taking a fundamentally different, threat 
intelligence approach to cyber risk rating. We combine a unique 
understanding of the threat to any company with a detailed 
insight into the current vulnerability of that entity. By doing so 
we are accurately calculating the likelihood of the entity being 
victim to a cyber-attack. Our platform driven solution evidences 
cyber risk across multiple organisations to build up a complete 
picture of the threats and risks within your unique commerce 
network.  

Our methodology means that any company can benefit quickly 
and effortlessly from our service. With no implementation time or 
cost, we are able to scale our Cyber Risk Rating from a single 
company to your entire supply chain or any third-party company 
you work with, or are considering a relationship with. Summary 
reports detail clear findings and set out how to reduce the 
identified vulnerabilities meaning you can stop cyber risks before 
they happen. 

Key Features Scalable 

Cloud Platform 

 Monitor multiple organisations to
establish their cyber risk ratings
 Provides predicted and
actionable intelligence across
individual entities & industry
sectors
 Zero implementation time and
cost
 View and share summary reports
for all organisations
 Prove return on investment as third
parties act on guidance provided and
reduce cyber risk

NCSC Aligned 
Delivers on NCSC principles of 
supply chain management 
 Understand risk
 Establish control
 Check arrangements
 Continuous 

improvement
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About NG-IT 
NG-IT Limited is a privately held IT 
Solutions partner providing next 
generation cloud infrastructure 
and cloud security. Our aim is to 
provide peace of mind for our 
customers so they remain 
focussed on managing and 
growing their business. 
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